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Abstract

Dynamical complex systems such as ecosystems, biological systems, economic systems and technological

infrastructures thrive on their networked components. Their resilience depends on their ability to recover from

the impact of perturbations. Due to complex interactions among components in the networked systems, perturba-

tions could cause cascading failures, consequently instability, and eventually collapse of the systems. Theoretical

studies have been far from successful in predicting these events because of the high-dimensional structure of inter-

acting components. The studies on complex systems have yet to fully explore the occurrences of state transition,

systemic collapse, and impact of structural properties on resilience. In this work, we address these longstanding

theoretical issues. We derive a set of formulations that help us understand the mechanism of high-dimensional

interactions among components and uncover the principles that control the dynamics of interacting components.

Our formulation reduces the system’s high dimensional dynamics to a parsimonious resilience function of a

parameter that solely depends on the topology but effectively captures the complex interaction structure. The

experimental results demonstrate that the formulation can accurately predict the resilience loss brought about by

perturbations and identify the tipping point where the systemic collapse occurs. These predictive results can be

used for enhancing a complex system’s ability to withstand perturbations and avert catastrophic collapses. The
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study highlights the topological properties that can be used as principles for improving the resilience of ecosys-

tems, biological systems, economic systems and technological infrastructures.

Introduction

Resilience is an intrinsic property of a complex system that defines its ability to maintain basic functionality

when subjected to perturbations1,2. Resilience is generally characterized by the state of the system3. The struc-

tural parameters of the system inherently determine the stable fixed point of the nonlinear dynamical equations

governing the system dynamics1,4,5. Perturbations disrupt the topological structure of interactive components and

consequently cause a state transition of the system6–9. As perturbed components terminate their interactions with

their neighbors, the system transits into a new state which is often an unstable and undesirable state. This adversely

affects the functionality of the system at the local or global scale and alter the system resilience10–13. Such system

transition from a desired state to an undesired state results in its resilience loss1. Perturbations commonly induce

cascading failures, leading to collapses of many complex systems4,12,14–20. Despite the widespread impacts of sys-

temic collapses, they are mostly unpredictable1,5,16. In addition, the efforts to uncover the rules of state transitions

have been challenging due to the high dimensionality of dynamical equations1,3,5,14,16,21. We address these issues

by deriving a formulation that reduces the dimension of system dynamics. Our main contribution is a parsimonious

resilience function built on a single topology-dependent parameter that effectively captures the complex interaction

structure. This compact resilience function helps us identify the determinant structural properties that affect both

the system resilience and the transition tipping point. We show the formulation is effective in predicting the re-

silience of a variety of complex systems, including mutualistic ecological, biological and technological networks,

which are characterized by very different functional forms of interactions and distinct topological structures. The

analytical results also provide insights for designing resilient networked systems.
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Resilience function of complex systems

A complex dynamical system is represented as a network comprising of N components (nodes) whose activities

x = (x1, ..., xN )
⊤

are expressed by the following coupled nonlinear equation1,4,20

dxi

dt
= F (xi) +

N
∑

j=1

AijG (xi, xj) (1)

where the first term F (xi) expresses the intrinsic dynamics of node i; the second term expresses the interaction

dynamics between node i and other nodes interacting with it; the interaction function G(xi, xj) represents the

nature of interactions; and the structural parameter Aij , known as topology, represents the pairwise interaction

strength between nodes i and j. Given the specific forms of F (xi) and G (xi, xj), the state of the system featured

by the stable fixed-point xc
i in Eq. (1) is used to describe the resilience of many complex systems including

ecosystems21,22, biological networks1,5,23 and technological infrastructures24 (Fig. 1a). Interactions generally take

diverse forms across these disparate systems, and their topology Aij is determined by the interaction structure

of the network, and whether the interactions are directed or undirected1,4,23,24. The dynamics of the network is

intrinsically determined by the structure of node interactions, wherein the state of each node is directly affected

by the state of its immediate adjacent nodes. In this sense, each node acts as an intermediary facilitating indirect

interactions between its immediate neighbors (dashed curve in Fig. 1b). The stable state of each node, as the

consequence of interactions, is determined by the interaction structure (Fig.1c). Resilience loss of a complex

system is attributed to the changes in the N×N parameter space defined by Aij . The changes commonly take

place as one or more nodes transition from a functional state to a non-functional state1,4. The main challenge of

using dynamic equation in the form of Eq. (1) is its high dimensionality, which prohibits an effective analysis to

gain meaningful insights into the mechanism of state transitions and predict the occurrence of the tipping point and

future system state.
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Figure 1: Resilience of complex systems. a, The differential equation captures the resilience of high-dimensional

complex systems which are governed by the intrinsic dynamics F (xi) of nodes and interactions AijG (xi, xj)
between nodes. b, The structures of complex systems are generally represented by the directed or undirected

networks, where the state of a node directly affects (solid lines) the state of its adjacent nodes and also forms

indirect interactions (dashed lines) between its immediate neighbors. c, The stable states of interacting nodes in a

directed or an undirected network with cooperative interactions are determined by the interaction structure, and the

node size is proportional to its activity. d, The high-dimensional topological structure, through transformations, is

reduced to a function of a single parameter keq . The high-dimensional complex systems
(

dx1

dt , ...,
dxN

dt

)⊤
shown in

a are reduced to a single resilience function xc
eq = V (keq) in the xeq-keq space; kceq (orange dot) is the predicted

critical threshold (tipping point) at which systems go through a transition from a resilient state to the irreversible

state of collapse. The shape of the resilience curve and the critical threshold kceq are uniquely determined by F (xi)
and G (xi, xj) for the specific system.
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Unidimensional resilience function through analytical dimension reduction

To address this challenge, we revise the second term in Eq. (1) while preserving the original pairwise interaction

dynamics:

dxi

dt
= F (xi) +

N
∑

j=1

MijQ (xi, xj) (2)

Eq. (2) is equivalent to Eq. (1), whereas the former is still high-dimensional except that the weighted topological

parameter Aij is replaced with Mij , which is an element in a (0,1)-adjacency-matrix M; Mij = 1 if nodes i and j

interact, 0 otherwise; Q(xi, xj) is the revised interaction term, which preserves the original interaction dynamics

of Eq. (1). This reformulation relies on the fact that Aij can be derived from Mij
1,22. However, the revised

high-dimensional equation can neither explain nor predict the state transitions of a stable fixed point, because Mij

is still in the N×N space. The purpose of reformulating Eq. (1) is to simplify the representation of the interaction

structure with simple topological parameters. The simplification allows us to identify the stable fixed points of

Eq. (1) from the uninterpretable and unpredictable high-dimensional space to an explainable and predictable low-

dimensional space. The natural law of interaction implies that the state of each node is influenced by the state of

its immediate interacting nodes1,4. This motivates us to use the weighted average state xeq to associate the states

of nodes. The weighted average state xeq equivalently describes the system dynamics in Eq. (1) (Supplementary

Information section II). The state xi of any node i can be effectively expressed by xeq . Thus our objective of

predicting xi becomes equivalent to predicting the state xeq . Upon expressing x = (x1, ..., xN )
⊤

by xeq , the

mathematical transformation presented in Supplementary Information section II shows that the N -dimensional

Eq. (2) reduces to a unidimensional dynamical equation:

dxeq

dt
= F (xeq) +Q (xeq, keq) (3)

where

keq =
k
⊤
outMkin

k
⊤
outkin

(4)
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The column vectors kin = (k1
in, ..., kN

in)
⊤

and kout = (k1
out, ..., kN

out)
⊤

denote the in-degree and out-degree

of N nodes respectively. Here, the complex interaction structure Aij in the N×N space is condensed into a single

parameter keq (Fig. 1d); any changes in the topological structure Aij induced by perturbations can be captured

by the corresponding changes in keq . So far, the structural complexity of the high-dimensional model Eq. (1) has

been reduced to a unidimensional equation given by Eq. (3); the state of the system expressed by the stable fixed

point of Eq. (3) can be derived. Through numerical stability analyses (Supplementary Information section II), the

stable fixed point, xc
eq , of Eq. (3), herein standing for network resilience, can be expressed as a function of keq

xc
eq = V (keq) (5)

The expression of V (keq) is uniquely determined by the selection of F (xi) and G(xi, xj) in Eq. (1). This

parsimonious expression directly relates network resilience to keq . Accounting for the direction of resilience

transition is not possible through Eq. (1). Fig. 1d illustrates the predicted resilience of the high-dimensional

network
(

dx1

dt , ...,
dxN

dt

)⊤
with interactions (directed or undirected) can be characterized by Eq. (5), which is

a function of keq in the xeq-keq space. Our formulation also enables us to predict the critical threshold kceq ,

beyond which the system will reach a state of collapse (xc
eq = 0). The critical threshold kceq is determined by the

dynamical functions F (xi) and G (xi, xj). This formulation, that maps the high-dimensional dynamics of Eq. (1)

to unidimensional Eq. (5), allows us to perform simple numerical analysis to predict the resilience of a variety of

complex systems.

To demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of resilience prediction, we test our formulation on different

complex systems: (i) mutualistic ecological, (ii) gene regulatory, and (iii) brain neural. These systems are governed

by different laws of dynamics and characterized by different topological structures determined by the interactive

patterns between their components.
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Numerical study of resilience of mutualistic ecological networks

We first investigate mutualistic ecological networks, which exhibit high dimensionality in mutual interactions

of species. The dynamics of abundance xi of species i in a mutualistic ecological network, following Eq. (1), is

described as21,22

dxi

dt
= −gxi − sx2

i +
xi

∑N
j=1 Aijxj

1 + h
∑N

j=1 Aijxj

(6)

The first term stands for the growth of species i at a rate g; the second term describes the internal competition with

a self-limitation parameter s; the third term represents the mutualistic interaction between species i and species

j; h is the saturation constant that limits the mutualistic benefit; and Aij is the mutualistic interaction strength

between species i and j, and can be calculated as:

Aij =
γoMij

kδi
=

γoMij
(

∑N
j=1 Mij

)δ
(7)

where γo = 1 denotes the level of mutualistic interaction strength; Mij = 1 if species i and j interact, Mij = 0

otherwise; ki is the number of species with which species i interacts; and δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) represents the trade-

off between interaction strength and number of interactions. Species in mutualistic ecological networks follow

undirected interactions (Fig. 1c), hence they have a symmetric interaction structure Mij = Mji.

We use Eq. (6) to investigate the resilience profiles of fourteen empirical mutualistic ecological networks (N1-

N14) with different topological structures that capture the symbiotic interactions between species (Supplementary

Information Table 1). The number of species N of these networks ranges from 36 to 1,884. The parameters in Eq.

(6) are set to s = 0.4, h = 0.5, g = 0.3, γo = 1, and δ = 0.5. To simulate the realistic perturbations in ecosystem,

we implemented 200 realizations by randomly removing a fraction fn of species, which indicates the level of

severity of perturbations. In each instance of species removal, we use Eq. (6) to compute the equivalent average

abundance xeq of all species. The results across 200 realizations are presented in Supplementary Information,

Fig. S1 and Fig. S2. The results demonstrate the abundance of species, xeq , for these fourteen networks against

the fraction fn of species removal. The figures indicate that species for all networks remain abundant against
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small perturbations (small fn) and become less abundant when fn becomes large. When the perturbation exceeds

a specific threshold, the tipping point of collapse emerges. We observe that each network displays a range of

tipping points for different degree of species removal. For example, the tipping points for network N1 vary from

53% to 97% of species removal; this range for network N8 is between 67% and 99% (Supplementary Information

Fig. S1). These results indicate that the same form of perturbations can lead to different outcomes for the same

complex system. These fourteen ecological networks (i.e., N - N14) also display different resilience loss profiles

against perturbations. The tipping points vary significantly across these networks. For example, network N5

does not collapse until at least 97% of species are removed (Supplementary Information Fig. S1); network N13

collapses when over 47% of species are removed (Supplementary Fig. S2). The differences are actually rooted in

the diversity of topological structures of these networks. Fig. 2b-o show the average of 200 realizations for the

fourteen networks (i.e., N - N14), each having a unique resilience profile.

The diverse resilience transition patterns and ranges of tipping points at different degree of species removal

across networks reveal that it is difficult to generalize the prediction of the exact trend of resilience transition and

the emergence of a tipping point (Supplementary Information Fig. S1-S2). We now show that these obstacles

can be overcome by our formulation presented by Eq. (2)-(5). Following the principles that govern the system’s

dynamics, Supplementary Information section III describes the stability analysis for reducing the high-dimensional

model Eq. (6) to a parsimonious function.

xc
eq =

ghk1−δ
eq + s− k1−δ

eq −
[

(

ghk1−δ
eq + s− k1−δ

eq

)2
− 4gshk1−δ

eq

]
1

2

−2hsk1−δ
eq

Θ
(

keq − kceq
)

(8)

where xc
eq is the stable fixed point, which is equivalent to the average of species abundance of the ecological

network. The critical threshold below which the network suffers an irreversible collapse is predicted as kceq =

[

(
√
gh−1)2

s

]
1

δ−1

, which follows only the function parameters in Eq. (6) and is independent of the network topology.

Here Θ
(

keq − kceq
)

is a logic function that indicates the occurrence of network collapse, where Θ
(

keq − kceq
)

= 1

if keq ≥ kceq , 0 otherwise. Given the previously configured function parameters, kceq can be calculated and is 1.14
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for all the networks. Eq. (8) can be regarded as the predicted resilience function in the form xc
eq = V (keq) (Fig.

1d). The transition between different states for all the ecological networks can be analytically predicted by Eq. (8).

Now we can map the data from all the realizations presented in Supplementary Information Fig. S1-S2 to the

xeq-keq space (see Fig. 2p). We show that all data points are located on or close to this universal resilience

curve, irrespective of the diverse responses of networks to perturbations. More importantly, the tipping points

across all ecological networks are invariantly predicted to be at kceq in the xeq-keq space, showing that the collapse

always occurs at kceq for all networks. In order to show the prediction consistency of our formulation, we further

validate that the diverse resilience profile of each individual network can also be predicted in the xeq-fn space.

The predicted results of our formulation are shown as the black curves in Fig. 2b-o. These analytical findings

strongly indicate that our predicted resilience function Eq. (8) is universally effective across networks with different

topological structures. Additional testing of this generalizability on networks with more complex topological

structures is presented in Supplementary Information section IX.

In practice, high-dimensional models of system dynamics prohibit them from being practically used to predict

the state transition and the tipping point. Our formulation describes the high-dimensional systems with a single

resilience function in the xeq-keq space. This resilience function accurately predicts not only the direction of

state transitions for a range of perturbations but also the critical tipping point where the networks collapse into an

irreversible non-resilient state.

Numerical study of resilience of gene regulatory networks

Next we investigate the resilience of gene regulatory networks, which describes the directed regulatory tran-

scription interactions between genes23. According to Eq. (1), the dynamics of gene expression xi in terms of the

amount of protein produced are governed by the Michaelis-Menten equation1,5,23

dxi

dt
= −mxf

i +

N
∑

j=1

Aij

xn
j

αn + xn
j

(9)
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Figure 2: Resilience of mutualistic ecological networks. a, In ecosystems, the realistic perturbation naturally

occurs in the form of species removal; links between surviving species and extinct (removed) species are discon-

nected accordingly. b-o, The equivalent average species abundance xeq versus the fraction fn of species removed

for fourteen empirical ecological networks. Curves with different colors represent the average of 200 random re-

alizations calculated by Eq. (6). In Supplementary Information Fig. S1 and Fig. S2, black curves show the results

predicted by Eq. (8). p, The black curve, denoting the resilience function for mutualistic ecological networks,

is predicted by Eq. (8). The data points calculated by Eq. (6) for fourteen diverse empirical ecological networks

shown in Supplementary Information Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 are projected onto the xeq-keq space. The results indicate

that regardless of the diversity of network structure and the responses to perturbations, the state of the network is

accurately predicted by Eq. (8).
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where m is the mortality rate; f is a parameter that describes degradation or dimerization; Aij is the maximal

interaction strength between genes i and j; here Aij = γMij , where γ is a positive activation coefficient; n

is the Hill coefficient capturing the steepness of the Hill function; and α is the activation coefficient. Unlike

the undirected structure in mutualistic ecological networks, the high-dimensional interactions in gene regulatory

networks are directed and asymmetric (Fig. 1c), indicating that a regulated gene generally does not regulate

the states of its regulating genes, Mij 6= Mji. Selecting the parameters f =1, m = 1, γ = 2, n = 2, and

α = 1, two gene regulatory networks Saccharomyces Cerevisiae1 and Escherichia Coli25 are numerically studied

by subjecting them to random gene removal to a varying degree (see Supplementary Information section V). The

responses of these two networks to perturbations in 200 realizations are shown in Supplementary Information

Fig. S9. Analogous to mutualistic ecological networks, gene regulatory networks remain highly active under

small perturbations and undergo a critical transition to the collapse state when perturbations are sufficiently severe.

Likewise, gene regulatory networks exhibit diverse resilience loss patterns and divergent tipping points in the xeq-

fn space, where the resilience transitions and the emergence of network collapse are unpredictable. By taking

the average of all the realizations, we show the the resilience profile of each regulatory network in Fig. 3a-b. In

compliance with our formulation from Eq. (2) to Eq. (5), the high-dimensional model in Eq. (9) is reduced to a

parsimonious resilience function (Supplementary Information section V)

xc
eq =

γkeq +
√

γ2k2eq − 4α2m2

2m
Θ
(

keq − kceq
)

(10)

where xc
eq is the stable fixed point, representing the equivalent average gene expression of the network. In the

logic function Θ
(

keq − kceq
)

, the critical threshold is predicted as kceq =

[

mαn

γ(γ(n−f)/mn)
n−f
f −m(γ(n−f)/mn)

n
f

]

f
n

.

The parameter kceq relies solely on the function parameters in Eq. (9); here the critical threshold happens to be

at kceq = 1. This parsimonious expression in Eq. (10) predicts a resilience function of the form given in Fig. 1d,

characterizing a single resilience curve for gene regulatory networks (black curve in Fig. 3c). By mapping the data

in Supplementary Information Fig. S9 into the xeq-keq space, we observe that all data points lie on the resilience

curve (see Fig. 3c), regardless of the diverse responses of these two regulatory networks to perturbations. From
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the results predicted by our model in the xeq-fn space (black curve in Fig. 3a-b), we observe that the resilience

profiles predicted by our model are consistently accurate.

Numerical study of resilience of brain neural networks

Lastly we investigate resilience of brain neural networks where neurons interact through directed electrical

activities. The dynamics of the membrane potential xi of neuron i in brain neural networks is modeled as5,26

dxi

dt
= I −

xi

R
+

1

2

N
∑

j=1

Aij tanh [n (xj − α)] (11)

where I is the basal activity; R is the inverse of the death rate; Aij is the synaptic efficacy denoting the maximum

interaction strength from neuron j to i, wherein Aij = γMij ; α is the firing threshold; the coefficient n describes

the level of cooperation governed by the steepness of the interaction. Although interactions between neurons in

brain neural networks are directed, unlike gene regulatory networks, the state of a neuron in some cases affects

the state of neurons which influence its state, indicating that neural networks are partially symmetric. Selecting

the parameters I = 0.5, R = 2, J = 2, α = 1, γ = 2 and n = 1, two brain neural networks C.elegans Frontal

and C.elegans Global27,28 are numerically studied by subjecting them to random neural removal to a varying

degree. The responses to perturbations of these two networks are examined in 200 realizations (see Supplementary

Information Fig. S10). Similar to ecological and regulatory networks, neural networks remain resistant to small

perturbations and undergo a critical transition to the collapse state only when perturbations are large. The diversity

of resilience loss and collapse patterns are also observed in the xeq-fn space (Supplementary Information Fig.

S10), showing the unpredictable nature of resilience transitions in neural networks. The unique resilience profile

of each neural network depicted by the average of all the realizations are presented in Fig. 3d-e. In accordance

with our formulation, Eq. (2) through Eq. (5), the high-dimensional model Eq. (11) is reduced to a parsimonious

resilience expression (Supplementary Information section VI)
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xc
eq ≈

(

RI +
Rγkeq

2

)

Θ
(

keq − kceq
)

(12)

where xc
eq is the stable fixed point, representing the equivalent average state of the neural network. In the logic

function Θ
(

keq − kceq
)

, the critical threshold is predicted to be kceq = 2
Rnγ . The parameter kceq relies solely on the

function parameters in Eq. (11); here the critical threshold is predicted to be kceq = 0.5. This parsimonious function

Eq. (12) predicts the resilience of the system in the form presented in Fig. 1d, featuring a single resilience curve

for neural networks (black curve in Fig. 3f). The data plotted in the xeq-keq space in Supplementary Information

Fig. S10, show that all data points are on or near this resilience curve (see Fig. 3f) regardless of the diversity

observed in Supplementary Information Fig. S10. The results predicted by Eq. (12) in the xeq-fn space (black

curve in Fig. 3d-e) also attest the prediction consistency of our model.

Effects of topological properties on resilience

Based on the analysis of networks with different topological structures and properties, we demonstrate the effec-

tiveness and universality of our method in predicting the resilience of a broad range of complex network systems in

spite of heterogeneity of network structure. The universality is attributed to the simplicity of the dynamic functions

F (xi) and G(xi, xj) which uniquely delineate the resilience prediction function V . The actual state of the system

derived from the resilience function is determined by the network topology Mij , as expressed through keq in Eq.

(4). To further understand the impact of topological characteristics on network resilience, keq is expressed as the

product of four determinant topological characteristics.

keq = D̂ · R̂ · P̂ · Ŝ (13)

where D̂ = E/N indicates the network density defined as the ratio between the number of links E and the number

of nodes N ; network assortativity R̂ = 2k⊤
outMkin/ ‖M

(

koutk
⊤
out + kink

⊤
in

)

‖ measures the association between

in-degree and out-degree of all nodes, 0 < R̂ ≤ 1; P̂ = N‖M
(

koutk
⊤
out + kink

⊤
in

)

‖/2k⊤
inkout‖M‖ represents
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Figure 3: Resilience of gene regulatory network and brain neural network. a-b, The resilience profile, which

is the average of 200 realizations calculated by Eq. (9), is shown in Supplementary Information Fig. S9; it

displays the equivalent average gene expression xeq versus fn for two gene regulatory networks (red and green).

Black curves are the results predicted by Eq. (10). c, The black curve, which indicate the resilience function for

regulatory networks, is predicted by Eq. (10). The data points calculated by Eq. (9) in Supplementary Information

Fig. S9 for two regulatory networks are projected onto the xeq-keq space. d-e, The resilience profile, which is the

average of 200 realizations calculated by Eq. (11), is shown in Supplementary Information Fig. S10; it displays

the equivalent average membrane potential xeq versus fn for two neural networks (yellow and red). Black curves

represent the results predicted by Eq. (12). f, The black curve, which indicates the resilience function for neural

networks, is predicted by Eq. (12). The data points calculated by Eq. (11) in Supplementary Information Fig. S10

for two neural networks are projected onto the xeq-keq space. Regardless of the diversity of network structures and

the responses to perturbations, the state of the system can be accurately predicted by the corresponding resilience

function for the specific system.
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the distribution of node degree that indicates the heterogeneity of degree distribution; Ŝ = ‖M‖/E indicates the

directedness of the network; here, Ŝ = 1 for directed networks and Ŝ = 2 for undirected networks (Fig. 4 a-d).

The details of derivation of keq are presented in Supplementary Information section VIII. The relationship between

keq and the four topological properties indicates that an undirected network with high density, high heterogeneity,

and high assortativity has a large keq .

Equation (13) helps us identify the network characteristics that can improve a system’s resilience. The results

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 indicate that the greater the keq , the higher the system resilience. We visualize

the topological characteristics of all the networks studied in three 2D plots, Fig. 4e-4g, whose coordinates are

D̂ · Ŝ, P̂ and R̂. These figures reveal that the source of resilience of each network is different; for example,

the resilience of network N2 is mainly attributed to its high assortativity; network N5 has high resilience due to

its high density and assortativity; and resilience of N12 is attributed to its heterogeneity. To test the effect of

heterogeneity and assortativity on undirected networks, we deliberately construct two synthetic networks: one

with no heterogeneity (i.e. homogeneous network) and another with high assortativity while keeping all other

characteristics the same as those for N12. As can be seen in Fig. 4h, the reduction of heterogeneity pushes

the constructed homogeneous network into a collapse state, while the rise of assortativity greatly increases the

endurance of the network against perturbations. By analyzing directed networks, the source of Saccharomyces

Cerevisiae’s resiliece is its high density relative to the density of Escherichia Coli; and the sources of C.elegans

Global’s resilience are its high density and high heterogeneity relative to those of C.elegans Frontal. To test the

effects of assortativity and heterogeneity in directed networks, we modify C.elegans Global network by decreasing

its assortativity and increasing its heterogeneity while preserving all other characteristics the same as those for the

two directed networks respectively. The analytical results in Fig. 4i show that a heterogeneous directed network

with high assortativity is more resilient than a homogeneous directed network with low assortativity. Undirected

ecological networks tend to be more resilient than directed gene regulatory and brain neural networks. Among

all the directed networks tested, brain neural networks, which are partially symmetric with high density, are more

resilient than asymmetric gene regulatory networks. These four characteristics of each network are included in
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Figure 4: The decomposition of keq and the impact of topological characteristics on network resilience. The

parameter keq is decomposed into four topological characteristics, namely a, Density D̂; b, Assortativity R̂; c,

Degree heterogeneity P̂ ; and d, Directedness Ŝ. e-g, The four characteristics of ecological, gene regulatory and

brain neural networks are displayed in three 2D plots to illustrate the sources of the resilience of each network,

where the coordinates correspond to D̂ · Ŝ, R̂ and P̂ respectively. The color of the marker represents a specific

network that matches the color of the networks in Fig. 2 and 3. Resilience of the network is proportional to the

marker size. h, Using the mutualistic dynamical equation, xeq vs. the fraction fn of species removed are calculated

from 100 realizations for real ecological network N12, the assortative N12, and the homogeneous N12; the curves

are the average of the 100 realizations. Real network N12 remains uncollapsed until fn = 60% of species are

removed. The assortative N12 does not collapse until fn = 80%; the homogeneous N12 is always collapsed. i,

Using brain neural dynamics, xeq vs. fraction fn of neurons removed are calculated from 100 realizations for

real C.elegans Global network, the heterogeneous C.elegans Global and the disassortative C.elegans Global; the

curves are the average of the 100 realizations. Real C.elegans Global network resists collapse until approximately

90% of neurons are removed; the heterogeneous C.elegans Global collapses at fn = 93%; and the disassortative

C.elegans Global avoids collapse up to fn = 83%.
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Supplementary Information Table 4-6.

We conducted several experiments to analyze the impacts of the four topological characteristics on network

resilience. We constructed twelve networks and grouped them into five categories. The characterization of each

network is provided in Supplementary Information Table 7. Dynamical equations of mutualistic, gene regulatory,

and brain neural networks are used to test the resilience of these twelve networks. The responses of each network

to perturbations are shown in Supplementary Information Fig. S12-S26. The results do not only demonstrate the

predictive accuracy and consistency of our formulation regardless of the diversity of topological structures, but

also justify the implication of Eq. (13) that assortative undirected networks (high R̂ and Ŝ = 2) with greater degree

heterogeneity and density (high P̂ and high D̂) are more resilient. Furthermore, the observations demonstrate

that network resilience is invariant to network size. When subjected to small perturbations, undirected networks

experience minimal resilience loss, while directed networks suffer sizable resilience loss.

In Supplementary Information, other applications, including two variants of high-dimensional dynamical equa-

tions for modeling resilience of mutualistic ecosystems (Supplementary Information IV) as well as the high-

dimensional model for modeling the resilience of Internet with respect to information transmission rate (Sup-

plementary Information VII), are empirically studied. Our method exhibits the generalized predictability for re-

silience even though those systems conform to different forms of dynamics. Finally, in the recognition that inter-

action strength Aij can be derived from real observations instead of calculating from Mij , we study the resilience

behavior of complex weighted networks that have Aij following a probability distribution29–31. Supplementary In-

formation Fig. S27-S32 confirm that our method still predicts the resilience and collapse points of these weighted

networks accurately.

Summary

We presented a universal analytical modeling method using a single parameter keq to predict resilience of diverse

dynamic systems with complex interactions among networked components. Formulation of keq is attributed to the

nature of the interaction structure in the N × N space, and its predictive effectiveness is universal across differ-
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ent network topologies. The changes caused by disruptive perturbations in the topological structure of networked

components can be effectively accounted for by keq; this study confirms its effectiveness in predicting resilience

of diverse complex systems in compliance with different interaction patterns. Furthermore, the predictive power

of keq remains the same in complex networks with a wide variety of topological structures. By quantitatively de-

composing keq , four topological characteristics, namely, density, assortativity, heterogeneity and directedness, are

found to be the determinants of network resilience. We observe that resilient systems can withstand severe pertur-

bations generally have large keq values. Our thorough analyses further complement the analytical understanding

of systemic resilience1,10,32.

Since our formulation is universally applicable to characterize and predict resilience of diverse complex systems,

its universality allows us to come up with effective strategies to avert collapse of complex systems. The insights

gained from this study informs design for significant enhancement of system’s resilience with low systemic risk

of collapse. These insights further provide design principles for resilience of a wide spectrum of realistic systems

ranging from ecosystem33,34 and biological networks18,23,35 to technological infrastructures36,37 and economic

systems19,38,39.
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Methods

In general, the interaction strengths Aij between nodes in complex systems are directed and weighted, indicating

that the impact of node i on node j is different from the impact of node j on node i1,17,29. The heterogeneity of
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interaction strengths is intrinsically related to the resilience of complex systems, and strengths Aij can be expressed

as adjacency matrix Mij
1,22, whose elements take the value 1 if a link connects node i to node j and 0 otherwise.

Therefore, this work studies the impact of statistical properties of topological structure Mij on the resilience of

systems governed by equation (1).

For resilience prediction, the weighted interactions Aij are replaced by Mij to generalize the representation of

interaction structures of complex systems. By assuming that the degree correlations for all connected nodes are

identical, the interaction for each node i
∑N

j=1 MijQ (xi, xj) in high-dimensional dynamical Eq. (1) is reduced to

Q (xeq, keq) in uni-dimensional Eq. (3) through linear approximation (see Supplementary Section II for details).

Through stability analysis, the resilience of the system represented by the feasible solution xc
eq is derived by equa-

tion (5). Here, feasible means that xc
eq must be non-negative because the states of nodes can not be negative1,15,16.

A resilient system must have a nontrivial solution xc
eq > 0, indicating that there exists a minimum condition of

total interactions rooted in the topological structure of a system to maintain its resilience. Our endeavours reside in

systematically studying how the topological properties affect the resilience loss and tipping point of systems with

miscellaneous structures.

We analyze the resilience of weighted complex systems spanning from mutualistic, gene regulatory, brain neural

and Internet networks subjected to different levels of realistic perturbations. Parameters of resilience functions

governing different systems are obtained from field data reported in literature1,3,5. The severity of realistic pertur-

bations is represented by a fraction fn of nodes removed from the system. The system resilience xc
eq is derived

in the perturbation process. To validate the prediction accuracy and consistency of our formulation, the resilience

calculated by Eq. (1) is treated as the ground truth, and the resilience calculated by Eq. (5) is as estimate. It is

found that a feasible, stable and non-trivial solution exists only when keq > kceq . By contrast, xc
eq is always 0

when keq < kceq , meaning that the system is in the collapsed state. Comparisons performed in Fig.2 and Fig.3

between numerical results demonstrate a good agreement between the results provided by the high-dimensional

model and our formulation. It is worth noting that kceq is invariant for one specific system even though the system

has networks exhibiting diverse topological structures. Resilient systems generally have large keq values, which
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are much greater than the tipping point kceq . The statistical decomposition on keq unveils that it is determinately

explained by the product of four topological characteristics : density, assortativity, heterogeneity, and directedness

as shown in Eq. (13). In summary, each characteristic contributes to the high resilience of a system.

In Supplementary Information IX, the predictability of our formulation is validated on Erdős Rényi and scale-

free networks constructed for a wide range of parameters, which cover broad degree distributions in realistic

networks. The analytical results presented in Supplementary Information X show consistent and good predictive

performance of our formulation on realistic weighted networks (Erdős–Rényi and scale-free networks with the

uniform distribution of strengths5).
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